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Andrew Schorr: 
So, Dr. Kim, you had referred earlier about cancer being kind of wily, if you will.  So is it possible that the molecular testing 
results at time of diagnosis further down the road may be different?  In other words, some other gene is driving the cancer 
should it come back or it's still going, and you need a different approach.  In other words you have to change horses, if you 
will.   
 
Dr. Kim: 
Yeah, that's a great point, Andrew.  You know, back in 10 years ago, almost 11 years ago when we initiated this trial while I 
was at MD Anderson called BATTLE, the whole principle was to re-biopsy patients once they completed or once the first 
line of therapy stopped working.  And for that very point you brought up is that these tumors change.  If you use a baseline 
tissue that's a very different environment that that tissue was exposed to.  It has not been treated with chemotherapy, it's 
not been under different stressors, and nor has it now begun growing after getting chemotherapy.   
 
So a patient, just as you say, who has been treated maybe there was some success but then it—with chemotherapy it's 
always a little transient, and then now the tumor is growing despite being treated, that could be a different tumor.  It's been 
shown also by the Boston group that you get transformation to small cell, of all things, in about 15 percent of patients.  And 
so different histologists all together.  So who knows what will evolve out of the cancer that's been treated that is now 
beginning to grow.   
 
And so I think it's really important to have a repeat biopsy when this occurs to help again drive the appropriate treatment.  
And, as we talked about earlier, if it's difficult sometimes a liquid biopsy can even be done at this setting if it's difficult or 
the patient is has a difficult area to get tissue.    
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